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Educating the Other: 








How adequate are current theoretical standpoints, tools and categories for 
explaining the flows of international students to Anglo/American/European 
universities? There is a growing literature on the internationalisation of higher 
education, well represented in this volume. This includes critical policy analyses 
that attempt to outline the linkages between state, economy and university 
institutional strategies (Mok, 2008), the analysis of marketing discourses and 
strategies (Mok & Tan, 2007; Sidhu, 2003), studies of digital teaching and 
learning in offshore and external university studies by international students 
(Doherty, 2006), second language and academic writing studies (Kubota, 2001), 
and a vast qualitative literature on the cultural and learning experiences of 
international students and their teachers in the West (Singh & Doherty, 2004; 
Kettle, 2005, 2007).  Taken together, this work has begun to provide us with a 
rich analytic and empirical description of the internationalisation of universities 
in the context of cultural globalisation and, indeed, economic crisis. 
 
This essay takes a different analytic tact and historical standpoint to the study 
of them and us, insiders and outsiders (cf. Foley, Levinson & Hurtig, 2001), in 
the internationalisation of education. It is based on my experience as a senior 
academic of Chinese ancestry working the field from „both sides‟ from 1995-2005 
– first, as head of an Australian Faculty of Education extending its reach into 
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Asian education, and second, as a member of a senior management team of a 
leading East Asian university negotiating bilateral agreements with UK, US and 
Australian institutions. Throughout, it reflects upon the (my)optics of „being 
Asian‟ in a white-dominated Western university system – and the insider 
knowledge of „being Asian‟ in a Han Chinese dominated East Asian system.1  
 
My expository case is that the recent history of Australian involvement in Asia 
via internationalisation has yielded: (1) the emergence of a complex, chaotic and 
unpredictable edubusiness, whose prioritisation of the financial „bottom line‟ has 
supplanted clear normative educational and, indeed, overtly ideological intents; 
and (2) the construction, along the way, of different versions or „namings‟ of the 
international „Others‟ of international student cohorts. This, I argue, 
distinguishes the current internationalisation of universities from that of 
colonial and Cold War eras.  
 
Yet even as these students and their institutions are structurally positioned, 
constructed and reconstructed in this new political economy of higher education, 
there is ample evidence of their position taking and agency. This is not a one way 
street of ideological indoctrination, marginalisation or exploitation – but rather 
an archetypal instance of the push/pull dialectics of cultural and economic 
globalisation (Rizvi, 2000; Luke & Luke, 2000). To make the narrative case, I 
describe my experience in Australia and Asia, deliberately shifting the optics and 
standpoint of this piece. First, I raise the class, regional and cultural interests at 
work in universities‟ engagement with Asia – outlining the complex “differences 
within difference” (Luke & Luke, 1999) that are brought into play in the 
development of programs and the relative agency of Asian institutions and 
students in setting the stage for international programs. Second, I describe how 
UK, US and Australian international marketisation appears to many working in 
East Asian universities and governments. This is, then, a double take on 
                                                          
1 On hyphenated migrants and “not speaking Chinese”, see Ang (2002) and Luke 
(2009a; 2009b; in press).  
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internationalisation, with comparative cases of: (1) how our current approaches 
conceptualise and define the Other of international education; and, (2) how the 
East Asian Other has come to view the marketing behaviour of Western 
universities. It is an attempt to flip the dialectics of critical analysis of 
internationalisation by asking how the „Other‟ is constructing and defining „Us‟. 
 
Across three decades of my work as an academic in Canada, Australia and 
Singapore - there has been one constant. Chinese-American by birth, I have 
always been a visible „person of colour‟ within white-dominated, Anglo-European 
institutions. My own work has been on the sociology of curriculum and literacy in 
schools, focusing on issues of social justice and equity, marginalisation and 
exclusion. As much as minority status within such institutions confers structural 
positioning and, at times, exclusion – there are instances where White-
dominated institutions find it necessary to call upon its Others for strategic 
institutional purposes. The current press for internationalisation is a case in 
point.  
 
Yet second wave feminist work and critical race theory offers three salient 
insights about the Anglo/European university: (1) governance lays principally in 
and works through the practices of patriarchal masculinity; (2) that these 
systems of governance are principally institutional representations of 
White/Anglo/European standpoint; and, that (3) the unmarked norm of Western 
rationality provides a „naturalising‟ device for its regulation of „others‟ of all sorts 
and kinds (e.g., Brooks & McKinnon, 2001; C. Luke, 2001, 2005). I raise these 
issues around the optics of universities, then, from yet another oscillating 
position of Otherness. My intention here is to ask: Who is theorising and 
positioning whom, on what grounds, with what historical precedents, with what 
educational and material consequences for students, teachers, researchers and 
university administrators, as for their institutions, communities and nation-
states. 
 
Colonisation, Aid, Development 
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Travelling from „home‟ to the North/West for informal and formal cultural and 
political education has a distinguished and ambiguous history (Robertson et al. 
1994). The education of the cultural, linguistic and racial Other in 
Anglo/European higher education systems is not a new phenomenon. Its most 
notable historical precedents were, of course, extensions of the project of 
colonialism.  From the 18th to the early 20th century, British, French, and 
European universities established training grounds for colonial civil servants, 
teachers, the military, missionaries and, later, technical experts (Pennycook, 
1998). The expectation was that they would return to colonies with the requisite 
bodily disposition, cultural traits, linguistic facility and technical expertise to 
represent empire and, where needed, to build colonial infrastructure and operate 
its institutions. To augment this, colonial universities were established in key 
outposts, extending the training reach of empire.  
 
In the last century, the Soviet Union and China provided ideological and 
technological training to nationals from emergent socialist and communist 
countries in Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas, with the aim of the 
spread of political ideology and revolutionary consciousness. The United States, 
likewise, offered further study to expatriates from client states, at times through 
academic and non-governmental organisations (e.g., Fulbright, Hoover). There 
were instances where security agencies like the CIA participated in the 
sponsorship and movement foreign government officials, intellectuals, military 
and technical experts to American study (Reich, 2005).2 
 
In the post-war period, the cross border flows of „international‟ students were 
undertaken principally under the auspices of aid and development funding 
                                                          
2 In 1997, a Thai colleague reported to me that he and others who had worked for 
the US on the Thai/Vietnam borders were offered postgraduate positions at 
major American universities – literally escorted to the plane and to campus by 
security officials. They returned to establish courses and programs with strong 
intellectual and programmatic links to those in the US. Many Cold War client 
states‟ students studied in the West, but also in Moscow and Beijing under overt 
and covert aid programs.  
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(Altbach, 1998). Australia‟s Colombo Plan, the US Fulbright system, and other 
aid/training models gave scholars and leaders from what was then termed the 
„developing‟ world an opportunity to undertaken higher degree studies in major 
Western universities. While their stated rationale was to improve human capital 
and intercultural exchange, they were a bid to extend diplomatic and political, 
cultural and corporate influence internationally. Over the last decade, 
Australian government officials have consistently raised the effects of the 
Columbo Plan, noting which East Asia government ministers and corporate 
leaders received postgraduate training in Australia. The diverse personal, 
professional and cultural impacts of study abroad on such students are well 
documented. 3  
 
Much of the forgoing account is based on specific historical centre/margin 
political, economic and military relationships. The idiosyncratic aims and good 
intentions of academic staff and departments aside, universities have served the 
extension of state and corporate power through the international dissemination 
of knowledge, technical expertise, lingua franca, and, indeed, particular forms of 
ideological disposition (Spring, 1998; Graham, Luke & Luke, 2008).  
 
Yet the question of educational effects and consequences is a different matter. As 
the scholarship and writings, biographies and accounts of those intellectuals and 
students who travelled to the Anglo/Eurocentric educational centre attest, the 
educational effects and social consequences of this training have not always 
aligned with originary state regional geopolitical and economic intents. That is, 
we find amongst a broad spectrum of political leaders from Nehru to Lee Kwan 
Yew, and critical intellectuals and artists from Spivak to Ghosh, instances where 
contact with canonical Western knowledge and culture generated alterior, 
critical and radical knowledge and practice. There is an as yet emergent history 
being written on the engagement of Maori, Aborigines and other Indigenous 
                                                          
3 For a history and overview of the Columbo Plan, see http://www.colombo-
plan.org/cp/images/cp_ac/cp_ac_ap.asp?cm=3&cp_num=12.  
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peoples with university education, raising equally vexed questions around 
intercultural travel, border crossing and vernacular cultural effects.  Yet it is 
axiomatic that the ideologies of particular trainings, however hegemonic, do not 
necessarily yield the self-same reproduction of knowledge. In any era, student 
uptake, use and transformation of educationally acquired knowledge is, at best, 
an empirical question and, in other instances, an example of Foucault‟s (1982) 
principle of the local unpredictability of discourse at work.  
 
Edubusiness  
While the foregoing offers a plausible account of flows of international students 
East/West, North/South in colonial and neo-colonial, hot and cold war conditions, 
it cannot offer a comprehensive explanation of current contexts.  This is in part 
due to the diminished funding and neoliberal governance structures that have 
progressively set the context for the internationalisation of universities over two 
decades (Marginson & Considine, 2000). Specifically, while the recruitment and 
training of international students served and serves the interests of ideological 
and cultural incorporation by nation states, and the production of specialised 
technical expertise for globalising industry – its major function in many 
American and Commonwealth universities now is revenue generation in the face 
of declining state and endowment funding.   
 
The rhetoric of universities and governments aside, over the past two decades a 
complex and chaotic market has been established. Australian, UK and New 
Zealand universities currently use overseas student income to cross-subsidise 
the undergraduate and postgraduate education of domestic students. Further, 
there has been a major expansion of externally delivered programs via online 
offerings, offshore campuses, and other modes of distance education, with fierce 
competition for market share in Asia and the Middle East. This has led to more 
complicated and diverse student bodies – with university staff encountering new 
and unprecedented „aliens‟: heterogeneous in cultural history and lingua franca, 
religion and regional, social class and community affiliations, credentials and 
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training histories, background knowledge schemata and motivation structures, 
and, unprecedented professional pathways through globalising economies.  
 
This is nothing less than a radical change in campus cultural demographics, 
interactional and educational dynamics - with traditional „Sandstone‟ 
universities like Queensland and Sydney hitting targets of 30% and regional 
universities like Central Queensland peaking at 45% international students in 
recent years. All of these institutions historically have evolved as virtual White, 
English-speaking monocultures, with historically minor Aboriginal, Torres Strait 
Islander, and first-generation Asian and Middle Eastern migrant student 
cohorts.  
 
Australian international education has become a 15 billion dollar „export‟ 
industry, its second largest export industry.4 Between 1995 and 2006, overall 
numbers of international students rose from there were 57,000 to 180,000.5  This 
amounts to a shift from 8.4 to 20 percent of total enrolment, accounting a growth 
in university revenue from 5.9 to 30 percent.  The number of Chinese students in 
the post-Tiananmen period, when visas were embargoed centrally by the Chinese 
government, has expanded from 1500 to 46,000; student flows from the Middle 
East and India have consistently grown. This expansion has paralleled 
progressively declining per capita federal funding for Australian students, a 
matter currently under review by the Labor federal government. 
 
This international education for profit model is the principal driver in the 
current equation – superseding ideological and political, cultural and economic 
rationales.  Revenue appears to have trumped ideology and culture (Graham, 
                                                          
4
 J. Gillard, “Internationalisation: Its Contribution to Australia” at  
http://www.australia.to/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10229:internation
al-education--its-contribution-to-australia-by-julia-gillard&catid=72:australian-
news&Itemid=200. Retrieved 11/6/09. 
5
 See Australian Education International at http://aei.gov.au/AEI/AboutAEI/Default.htm. 
Retrieved 11/6/09. 
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Luke & Luke, 2007). The result is a complex mix of student demographic and 
cultural variables, with new forms of Otherness entering the Western academy. 
While governments and universities document the increasing diversity of 
countries of origin, gender, level and courses – there is little aggregate data on 
the socioeconomic, ethnic, religious characteristics of student cohorts, as is 
available in national schooling data.  This massive expansion of overall numbers 
of international students is a key element of the structural reorganisation of 
universities, a collateral effect of the shift towards technocratic corporatism that 
began in Australia under the Hawke Labor government in 1988.   
 
During the expansion of international programs, many universities have 
undergone a wilful deskilling of policy on internationalisation. Australian 
universities in the 1990s moved into a defacto internationalisation as 
marketisation model – with sophisticated branding, marketing, and advertising, 
at times assisted by government and statutory agencies. They has extended into 
co-marketing, co-development and corporate relationships with other countries‟ 
universities and governments, and the extensive use of private consultants as 
marketing and recruitment agents and, in instances, subcontractors in academic 
recruitment, course administration and teaching. 
 
There was a failure to include humanities and social science researchers with 
expertise on the specific countries, regions and populations that were to be 
„internationalised‟. Linguists, anthropologists, historians, sociologists, and 
educationists with relevant knowledge of the country/region were rarely drawn 
into strategic and operational decisions. Practically, this has entailed an 
internationalisation strategy at the University and Faculty/School level 
conceived and implemented by higher education managers. This is a distinctive 
genus of homo academicus, typically but not always, former academics from 
various cognate fields with little specialist expertise on the countries or markets 
in question. Several Australian universities have filled positions with marketing 
and public relations professionals with little or no academic teaching and 
research experience. The failure of university managers to engage with area 
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experts who could advise on the political and cultural context, institutional 
dynamics and histories of „markets‟ has been parochial and frustrating.  There 
are, of course, exceptions, and in the past five years there has been an increasing 
push to use academic staff who have ethnic, family and training links to Asia to 
recruit and market. This has also been an increasing engagement by university 
planners of critical policy analyses of internationalisation – following on from the 
work of Fazal Rizvi at RMIT University.6  
 
But the separation of both „strategy and „marketing‟ from substantive academic 
knowledge about the human subjects and contexts involved, akin to Veblen‟s 
(1904/1978) separation of „business‟ from „industry‟, continues. The result is a 
separation of expertise from both the conception and execution of university 
policy. Even if judged on its own business terms, to date this approach has led to 
widely publicised miscalculations in recruitment incentives, off-shore campus 
development, campus student support infrastructure, curriculum content and 
program content delivery.  
 
Psychologising and Culturalising the Other 
These problems have been highlighted in media reports of plagiarism and soft 
marking, lowered admissions standards, unreliable program quality, credential 
inflation, and accusations of campus and community racism and discrimination. 
In response, the Australian and UK governments have established quality 
audits, ethical guidelines and operating standards for internationalisation. 
Accordingly, universities have begun rebuilding infrastructure to support what 
has become a central component of their operations. Many have drawn upon the 
aforementioned research literature on international student experience. 
 
In her study of international students studying at the University of Queensland, 
Margaret Kettle (2007) describes three different discourses on Asian students in 
                                                          
6 Fazal Rizvi‟s appointment in the early 2000s as Pro-Vice Chancellor of international 
development was Australia‟s first senior appointment of an academic of visible cultural 
minority status with expertise in comparative educational policy analysis.  
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Australian universities. The first wave of work, begun in the late 1980s, 
constructs a version of the Asian international student via discourses of “lack”: 
specifically, of English language fluency, of specialised academic writing 
proficiency and critical analytic capacity. In many universities, there were 
reports of silence and reticence in face-to-face seminars, speech and writing 
problems. Many lecturers attributed this to rote learning styles. The stereotype 
was aptly expressed in the title of a popular book written by a Singaporean 
scholar: Can Asians Think? (Mahbubani, 2002).  The first wave of explanation of 
internationalisation thus created a new deficit subject within the western 
university – a new minority – precisely when these same institutions faced 
increased “market share” of international students and demonstrably inadequate 
institutional infrastructure and curricular/pedagogic flexibility. 
 
By the mid 1990s, educational psychologists began to document distinctive 
cultural approaches to learning that students brought to Australia (e.g., Volet & 
Renshaw, 1996). This mirrored the parallel shift in explanation of cultural and 
linguistic minority failure in US and UK schooling from deficit to cultural 
models, with widely cited work on Asian “learning styles” from educational 
psychologists. Case studies and surveys described the difficult everyday 
transitions in lifestyle, food and dress, institutional procedures and expectations, 
religious practice, and face-to-face interactional protocols experienced by Asian 
students studying in Australia. This marked a shift from „deficit‟ to „difference‟ 
explanations of international student learning (Kettle, 2007), in effect a move 
from psychologisation to culturalisation of the Other.  This shift has contributed 
to a strengthening of reception and support infrastructure, improved second 
language and academic writing support, an emergent debate amongst academics 
on whether and how to alter curriculum content and pedagogic approach, and an 
archetypal „celebratory‟ approach to cultural diversity. In short, the higher 
education sector moved to deal with diversity and otherness precisely as the 




The third wave of research on international students identified by Kettle is 
relevant to this volume and the task at hand. Drawing directly from feminist and 
postcolonial theory, students‟ lives and experiences were documented and 
explained in terms of linguistic and cultural marginality. Issues of silence, 
subjectivity and identity, discrimination and racism were tabled (e.g., Kubota, 
2001; Kettle, 2005). In instances, this led to calls for culturally appropriate 
approaches to recruitment and support, pedagogy and curriculum in university 
programs. The move reconceptualised the international student as marginal, 
oppressed and diasporic – adopting concepts of resistance, negotiation and 
empowerment from Western discourses of critical educational studies.  
 
Explanations of international students‟ experience have directly and indirectly 
drawn on explanatory models from research on cultural and ethnic minorities in 
mainstream schooling. As Kettle (2007) shows, there is a gradual and subtle 
borrowing from discourses on migrant, indigenous and linguistic minority 
achievement and failure in schools by higher education researchers.7  But the 
positioning of cultural and linguistic minorities in mainstream educational 
systems is closely linked to the intergenerational reproduction of equality and 
inequality within a specific national or regional political economy. Intersections 
with social class are key to explaining relative success and failure, and 
differential treatment and experience by race, culture and language. By contrast, 
international students – although visibly culturally Other in Western 
universities – come from diverse but often middle and upper social class 
backgrounds, with varied educational histories, and equally diverse motivation, 
aspirations and goal structures. They are volitional educational participants. In 
this regard, a simple culturalisation model risks creating a new wave of 
stereotypes.  
 
                                                          
7
 Prototypical higher education teaching and learning research has extrapolated, often 
uncritically, findings on pedagogy to claims about university adragogy (e.g., Ramsden, 
2002). 
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We can trace the development, then, of the expansion of international education 
in Western universities to structural changes in the domestic funding of 
universities in the UK, Australia, New Zealand and, more recently, Canada. The 
marketisation of higher education has turned university study for overseas 
students into a fee-for-service transaction. This has redefined the student as 
client and the lecturer as service-provider. Increased numbers of cultural and 
linguistic Others have raised significant practical and educational issues on 
Australian and UK campuses. The result has been a proliferation of studies of 
„overseas‟ students which, as Kettle (2007) argues, have tended to construct and 
view international students using vocabulary and explanatory paradigms from 
educational research on the schooling of cultural minorities.   
 
The Western academy appears to have created a new educational phenomenon 
for which it lacks explanatory frameworks. Perhaps a shift of optics is in order. 
 
An Outsider Narrative: But Don’t Exploit the Thai… 
In the mid-1990s, I began negotiations with the Rajabhat Institutes, the second 
tier of 36 teacher training and community colleges in Thailand. Later to achieve 
„university‟ status, many were anchored in provincial and regional centres, 
chartered to the service of local institutions and communities. I was the newly 
appointed Dean of a faculty of education that was, by Australian standards, a 
high status academic unit. The beneficiary of quality „walk-in‟ graduate students, 
it had never systematically engaged with international recruitment. I was given 
the task of managing a 1.5 million dollar accrued operating debt, a per capita 
student funding formula in progressive decline, declining graduate teacher 
training enrolments and a pending generational shift in academic staff. Our 
involvement with Thailand, Singapore, China, India and other „markets‟, then, 
was driven as much by economic motives as it might have been by any altruistic 
engagement with these countries and their educational systems. We were to 
„internationalise‟ as part of a larger university strategic policy. 
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My initial negotiations to conduct an onshore/offshore graduate program for 
Rajabhat lecturers took six months and successive trips. At the time, my 
academic work drew on critical and postcolonial theory. Several colleagues and I 
saw this as an opportunity to expand the scope and relevance of our faculty‟s 
research and teaching, directly addressing issues of cultural and economic 
globalisation, cosmopolitanism, and intercultural communication. I was aware of 
the aforementioned history of internationalisation and had supervised PhD 
students from China, Fiji, Samoa and Singapore. That supervision foregrounded 
the conflict between Western „critical‟ analyses of education system and the 
system mandates, scholarship conditions and ideological constraints of students 
from other countries, cultures and systems. In the late 1980s, several Chinese 
PhD students had assured me that they could now undertake critical analyses of 
the PRC educational system with political impunity. They returned after 
Tiananmen, facing new constraints on their work as academics.8 
 
As a Western-trained, „critical‟ educational researcher on the education of 
working class, and cultural and linguistic minorities in Australia, Canada and 
the US, Chinese-American by birth – I considered myself sensitive to 
international students‟ issues. I also believed that many paradigmatic tools and 
approaches to „critical‟ educational research were of universal relevance.  
 
Early on, a sympathetic colleague sent me off with the reminder: „Don‟t exploit 
the Thai‟. Many of us working in East Asia recognised that the history of 
colonisation, aid and development had created persisting centre/margin 
relationships and tensions. To avoid a naïve replication of neo-colonial 
East/West/North/South knowledge relations, our principal concern was to 
negotiate program content, theses topics and instruction so that they would 
optimally benefit local institutions and communities. In hindsight, there were 
several assumptions at work in his cautionary comments. First, the enjoinder to 
                                                          
8
 In instances, the issue of government response to theses topics and use of „critical‟ 
approaches became a relevant consideration in my supervision of students from Fiji, 
Indonesia, China and Singapore.  
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„not exploit‟ was predicated on particular binary power relationships, that is, 
that we and other Western universities were in the position to exploit. Second, 
the notion of the „Thai‟ as a homogeneous people, culture, social class and history 
was at best reductive and at worst, a fundamental misconstrual of the complex 
politics of difference we would encounter.  This remains an unresolved issue in 
the deployment of Freirian “point of decolonisation” theory (A. Luke, 2005). Its 
propensity for binary opposition (e.g., oppressor/oppressed, teacher/student), 
however accurate a portrayal of conditions of colonisation and decolonisation, can 
obscure the complex cultural, linguistic and historical „differences within 
difference‟ at play in any given social field.  
 
I was mentored by a senior Thai academic, president of one of the colleges, and 
we embarked on weeks of college tours, spending hours with their staff and 
students, discussing politics, history and their institutional goals. We did 
business over food. During one extended visit, the world began to come apart 
around us – with the 1997 East Asian economic crash.  For my Thai colleagues, 
it meant severe cutbacks in their operating budgets, job losses, currency 
devaluation, and a visible destabilisation of government. For us, it merely 
ramped up the competition for scarce Asian revenue. 
 
My understanding of Thailand began to open on several fronts, including a 
broader understanding of its history and cultural demographics. In terms of 
higher education, I focused specifically the hierarchical structure of the 
university and tertiary education system in Thailand. As in other countries, 
different institutions were serving distinctive segments of the social class 
hierarchy and urban/regional population. Hence, involvement with „second tier‟ 
institutions translated into a focus on issues of community engagement, poverty 
amelioration, teacher education, and local action research-based projects. Yet the 
„reforms‟ of East Asian tertiary institutions, and the educational content of 
programs for teacher education that they sought – were driven by conditions 
placed upon loans by the International Monetary Fund/World Bank, and 
followed educational program guidelines of the Asian Development Bank and 
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other transnational organisations. Hence, several colleges requested that we 
provide programs on standardised assessment, accountability systems, school-
based management, outcomes-based curriculum, and quality assurance systems. 
This tension between our normative sense of what was to be done and Thai 
system imperatives led to difficult negotiations around program and thesis 
content. 
  
We enrolled 20 students in diploma upgrading and PhD programmes with 
rotating seminars in Australia and Thailand. Our doctoral completion rate over a 
ten year period was 95%, but it required sustained commitment from staff and 
students. Ironically, while it solved an immediate cash flow problem, with 
around 12,000 AUD per student flowing into the faculty budget – the real 
financial and staff costs of extended supervision, second language and staff 
travel were substantial and far in excess of fee profits. Nonetheless, the program 
generated new knowledge, including theses and a series of co-authored articles 
by Thai students and their supervisors on topics of relevance to the reform of 
Thai education. Several of our Thai doctoral graduates went on to introduce 
qualitative research models, theories of globalisation, and new pedagogical 
approaches to their teacher trainees and graduate students. 
 
There were multiple lessons for all. The obvious practical, administrative lesson 
was that the production of substantial educational outcomes required sustained 
investment and commitment at all levels, from students, academic staff and from 
the university. To do the educational work properly required investment far in 
excess of ostensible university profits – and sustained institutional commitment 
beyond quadrennial funding cycles and Deans‟ terms of appointment. Yet 
gauging the real and substantive human, fiscal and intellectual investment 
required for an educationally defensible program was, at the time, impossible.  
 
„Did we exploit the Thai?‟ was the wrong question. It was predicated on and 
subliminally reproduced the assumption that colonial centre/margin 
relationships held – that we, with our paltry budget, limited experience, staff 
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resources and institutional brand, regardless of our good intentions – were in a 
position of power to „exploit‟. Further, it treated Thailand as a generic culture, 
market and education system – with little understanding of the complex and, at 
times, difficult tensions within Thai society and institutions. In other words, the 
„Don‟t exploit‟ enjoinder required a massification of the complexities of Thai 
culture and history, and a flattening out of hierarchical relations of power within 
Thai society.  
 
As I learned more about the specific political economic, institutional and 
educational context – the dialectical relationship between „us‟ and „them‟ in the 
process of internationalisation shifted, returning us full circle to the sociological 
question of: Whose interests are being served?  Once we grasped more about the  
histories and power relations of the institutions and students we were working 
with, it became obvious that we were serving particular social class-based, 
cultural, regional and political institutions in Thailand. In the context of 
edubusiness, further, these institutions had great leverage in making decisions 
about which Australian programs, partners and institutions would serve their 
interests. The program was far from optimal, with mixed results. But at the least 
we and our Thai institutional colleagues and students knew whose interests 
were at play. Insofar as all educational programs operate from stated and 
unstated normative agendas, an analysis of whose material and ideological 
interests are at play is the minimal requirement for any university engagement 
with the Other. 
 
An Insider Narrative: The Other Side of the Table 
In 2003, I left Australia to take a position as Dean/Director of a Singapore 
government funded educational research centre. I moved to the other side of the 
table, meeting with UK, Australian and US academics interested in bilateral 
university developments that ranged from collaborative research and higher 
degree programs, to recruitment of staff and prospective postgraduate students.  
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This was a radically different culture of university governance and practice. The 
level of investment and infrastructure development was substantial. Our charter 
was to develop a research centre on schooling with a five year, 49 million (SNG) 
grant from the government. On a per capita basis, this constitutes an investment 
of 10x that of agglomerated UK, Canadian and Australian funded research. 
Comparable developments were occurring in biotechnology, business and 
commerce, and digital technology in Hong Kong and China, which were 
reinvesting balance-of-trade surpluses in educational infrastructure. While 
Australia and the UK were seeking Asian markets to compensate for decreased 
government funding, the Singapore government was investing at all levels.  For 
example, per capita funding for undergraduate teacher education was three 
times that of Australian universities. A key element of the East Asian strategy 
was a reverse „brain drain‟ – with active recruitment of overseas “expatriates”, 
with a strong emphasis in China, Hong Kong and Singapore on securing the 
services of senior academics of overseas-Chinese backgrounds. I was part of that 
global flow. 
  
I represented university management in various closed meetings with senior 
staff from ranking US, UK and Australian institutions, who had come to discuss 
graduate student recruitment, joint research projects, and the cooperative 
delivery of “offshore” programs in other Asian countries. Many of these 
encounters were collegial, with robust and honest exchanges of ideas. Yet others 
quickly lapsed into full-blown marketing pitches, with overtones of moral and 
cultural condescension. Sitting in board rooms and the restaurants of five star 
hotels, I was told that “Asian students all like the residential colleges”, that “we 
would accommodate their problems with written English” (many Singaporean 
students and researchers have demonstrably higher levels of English written 
competence than Australian and UK counterparts), and that “we know the 
students will have trouble with critical and independent thinking”. In another 
incident, hopefully one of mistaken identity, I was encouraged to enrol in a 
postgraduate program.  
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I took these matters back to the boardroom with senior Singaporean colleagues, 
stating my own moral and political outrage over such treatment. Their advice: 
simply, smile, tell them we‟ll be in touch and put them back on the plane – we 
know which universities rank where, and what they have to offer. The latter was 
an understatement. The competitive educational environment in Asia has 
generated a working knowledge of university ranking systems (e.g., Shanghai 
Jiao Tong), the UK, Australian and Canadian research rankings exercises, and  
universities‟ field-by-field strengths and weaknesses.  
 
On one instance I commented to officials of the poor quality of an approved 
offshore program offered by an Australian university – to be told that all were 
aware of this, and that this institution was providing relatively cheap training 
for a segment of the tertiary cohort that could not be served domestically. The 
market knowledge extended to upper and middle class parents, who choose from 
various publications that rank and cost universities by Departments, Schools 
and Faculties.  
 
Complicating this process was the over proliferation of UK, US, Australian and 
Canadian degrees across Asia, creating the conditions for credential inflation.  
In the mid 1990s, the Hong Kong government established an English language 
requirement for teachers. I was secured as an academic consultant to reviewing 
teachers‟ credentials to determine if they represented or guaranteed sufficient 
English fluency and literacy to meet the new benchmark. I was handed files 
comprised of a bewildering thicket of degrees, diplomas and certificates with 
transcripts – some from well-known, reputable universities, others from obscure 
or unknown sources. It was difficult to discern if their courses had involved 
residence in another country, online delivery, offshore delivery, course-notes, or 
the delivery by offshore subcontractors and client institutions. This has led to 
partial sanctions against specific university degrees by governments and 
employers. Specific undergraduate degrees are not recognised for government 
hiring and promotion in Hong Kong and Singapore.  
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How, then, does the East Asian Other view the marketisation of Australian 
education. As noted, the geopolitical and economic shift of capital flows towards 
Asia has led to the rapid growth of educational infrastructure and capacity. The 
intention of many major East Asian universities is to shift the historic 
centre/margin relationships in the production of knowledge. This serves both 
strategic geopolitical and economic purposes, with the advanced technology and 
human capital requisites of expanding Asian economies (Koh, 2003; Mok & Tan, 
2007). But a further aim, stated in the Singaporean government‟s higher 
education strategy for the past decade, is to fully internationalise its universities 
– in effect, drawing quality international students and researchers from China, 
India, Australia and the UK.  Though in its early stages, such a policy marks a 
turning of the tables of university internationalisation, bidding for nothing less 
than a shift in flows of university-based knowledge/power from West to East.  
 
Whose Market Will Decide? 
I began this chapter with a dry, detached account of internationalisation of 
Anglo/European universities, tracing its evolution from political and cultural to 
economic practice.  University authorities and higher education researchers have 
been suitably naïve about their engagement with the „Other‟, establishing a 
market with inadequate engagement with the dynamics of national and regional 
contexts, and, after the students have arrived, drawing explanatory metaphors 
from research on the schooling of cultural and linguistic minorities. Despite post-
Bologna attempts on all sides at regulation, the effect of this expansion has been 
a chaotic market, with a host of intended and unintended effects.  Regardless of 
its tonic effects on the balance sheets of academic departments and universities, 
and the stirring testimonials of alumni aside – Western universities have 
managed to create a rhizomatic thicket of educational products, paper 
credentials, and trainings, some coherent and effective, others indecipherable in 
quality and content. 
 
There are, of course, attempts to superimpose different normative rationale on 
this development – arguing that as a result universities and their staff are more 
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cosmopolitan, multicultural and intercultural, and more inclined to research and 
teach about Other cultural and national settings. The latter is particularly 
important, given the current shifts in economic and geopolitical power to China, 
India and East Asia.  We could ask: how could it be otherwise when a third of 
your overall student body is visibly different from what was previously a middle 
and upper class White unmarked norm?  My view as a participant in the 
Australian expansion was that these were largely collateral, unintended and 
post hoc effects. The result is a range of formal and informal relations with other 
countries, their institutions and students – and ever increasing numbers of 
„providers‟ and „clients‟ in a transnational educational marketplace of highly 
variable quality.  
 
There is, simply, no singular Other of the international student, or the Chinese 
student, or the Muslim student, or the ESL student in our midst. New 
theoretical models and analytic lenses are in order, many on offer in this volume. 
These can be built on an understanding and engagement with the complex 
intersections of social class, gender, cultural and linguistic difference, students‟ 
diverse motivations and professional aspirations  – mindful of the limits of the 
situated optics of Anglo/European academics and academies. This is hardly a 
novel approach. But it has been largely neglected by university administrators, 
managers and marketers who continue to drive internationalisation. Yet my aim 
here is not to score easy academic or scholarly „points‟ against university 
corporatism. This is not to simply a matter of scholarly, political or cultural 
rectitude as a redress for histories of colonisation and decolonisation, aid and 
trade. There are immediate practical implications for universities‟ strategic 
planning, for support infrastructure and curriculum, for those university staff 
who, rightly, continue to search for principled rationale for their work, and 
indeed for those students who travel across borders for education and training, 
knowledge and credentials. 
 
Western universities‟ attempt to educate the Other have been limited by an 
institutionalised Eurocentric myoptics, a standpoint which they remain largely 
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unable to name or understand. Yet if we turn the tables, what is apparent is that 
the Other is busy studying, theorising and analysing our actions, our programs, 
our constructions of them and ourselves. Where this is the case, they readily see 
through our financial motivations, our lack of substantive cultural and 
intellectual engagement, and our limited local and regional knowledge. In the 
context of the current economic crisis, their institutions are positioning 
themselves to reclaim these markets – and thereby alter the flows of 
internationalisation of training, knowledge and scholarship in their countries‟ 
interests.   
 
A Postscript 
I recently spoke with a senior White academic colleague who was considering 
taking a leadership position in a major East Asian university. He described his 
motivations and his perspectives, all sincere and altruistic. He intended to 
engage with and respect „the culture‟ during his sojourn, learning the language, 
customs and enjoying the hospitality of colleagues and students. I raised the 
question: “Can you identify all the different kinds and classes of Chinese around 
you?”  His response was: “What do you mean?” I mentioned the contending and 
competing tensions between dialect groups, political parties, social classes and 
religions, the gendered relations of power (C. Luke, 2001), and the position of 
non-Han Chinese minorities.   
 
Without an undertaking to engage with difference within difference, the risk for 
university education is the provision of universal truths through generic 
pedagogies for homogeneously defined cultural subjects. Some readers will find 
this altogether unobjectionable. 
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